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Logistics with SAP S/4HANA Deb Bhattacharjee 2019-01-28 Transform your logistics operations with
SAP S/4HANA! With this introduction, see what SAP has in store for each supply chain line of business:
sales order management, manufacturing, inventory management, warehousing, and more. Discover how
SAP Fiori apps and embedded analytics improve reporting, and explore the intersection between your
supply chain processes and new SAP Leonardo technologies. Take your first look at SAP S/4HANA
logistics, and see where it will take your business! a. Key Processes Advances in SAP S/4HANA are
changing your supply chain. Explore planning and scheduling, transportation management, inventory
management, manufacturing, warehousing, sourcing and procurement, plant maintenance, and more!
b. The Future of Logistics Uncover what's new and improved in SAP S/4HANA for your logistics LOBs,
such as centralized procurement to demand-driven MRP. See how technologies like IoT and machine
learning can accelerate your core supply chain processes. c. Migration Once you see the logistics big
picture, you can plan your next steps. Learn how to design your roadmap, evaluate your technical and
functional conversion steps, and prepare your system for your desired migration path. 1) Sourcing and
procurement 2) Inventory management 3) Warehouse management 4) Production planning 5)
Manufacturing operations 6) Plant maintenance 7) Quality management 8) SAP Fiori applications 9)
SAP Leonardo technologies 10) Implementation and migration 11) SAP S/4HANA 1809
SAP Solution Manager Steve Christian 2017 With this hands-on guide to SAP Solution Manager
(SolMan) 7.2, you'll find everything you need to maintain your SAP landscape. -Configuring Sales in SAP S/4HANA Christian van Helfteren 2022 Looking to get SAP S/4HANA Sales
up and running? This book has all the expert guidance you need! Start with the organizational structure
and master data, including customer-vendor integration. Then follow click-by-click instructions to
configure your key SD processes. Including SAP Fiori reports and KPIs, this is your all-in-one sales
resource!
Come on Pops!!! Himanshu Mamtani 2016-05-26 Rohan is married to gorgeous Saima – his college
sweetheart. They belong to different castes, but somehow, they manage to convince their parents about
their love. They have a great time in Mumbai until… Saima conceives triplets. Oops! Life would never
be the same again for the young couple. Rohan has to live amidst heavy restrictions after he becomes
the pops of three lovely angels. While there was enough chaos at home and office, Rohan adds to it by
messing up with his smart and intelligent wife. How does he face reality and adapt to the change in
role? What and all does he do to get himself out of trouble? How desperately does he try to make
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amendments for his mistakes? Sit back and enjoy the funny incidents that keep the parents occupied.
Discover how they coped up with the herculean task of bringing up identical triplets, who were
surrounded with technology. Every reader would be able to relate to the characters in this book with an
empathetic smile.
Pricing and the Condition Technique in SAP ERP Ursula Becker 2017-02 Wrap your head around pricing
and the condition technique with this nuts-and-bolts guide! First become versed in the fundamentals:
condition types, master data settings, and condition lists. Then employ standard configurations, from
condition records to pricing in sales documents. Use function modules, deploy user exits, and create
custom workarounds to pick the right price for your products!
Introducing Rebate and Settlement Management with SAP S/4HANA Divyendra Purohit 2020
SAP S/4HANA has retooled rebate and settlement management! Walk through rebate processing,
condition contracts, accrual processing, settlement management, reporting, and mass processing in
SAP S/4HANA. -Sap Enterprise Learning Prashanth Padmanabhan 2009-05 SAP Enterprise Learning, provides a
comprehensive environment for organizations training and knowledge transfer needs through
classroom and computer-based training, virtual learning events, Web-based training, and collaboration
features. This book provides a go-to reference that will help you whether those just considering SAP
Enterprise Learning or looking to improve their current Enterprise Learning solution. It is the one
resource needed to learn about the power of this comprehensive solution and teach users how to
implement and optimize it effectively.
Customer Success Nick Mehta 2016-02-29 "Customer Success will become the authoritative book of
the emerging Customer Success industry and target any business that is trying to focus, or re-focus, on
customers and will be applicable to all customer management roles such as Account Manager,
Customer Advocacy, Client Relationship Manager, and Customer Success Manager along with the
leadership of those organizations. Customer Success will address the pains of how to start creating a
customer-centric company and how to think strategically about Customer Success - how to organize,
compensate, find a leader, measure, etc. Customer Success has exploded as one of the hottest B2B
movements since the advent of the subscription business model"-Sales with SAP S/4HANA Christian van Helfteren 2019-12-19 SAP S/4HANA Sales is here! Business
partners, the material master, and critical sales workflows all require careful configuration--this guide
has the expertise you need. Learn about key business processes for sales order management, billing and
invoicing, available-to-promise, and more. From setup and configuration to your reporting options, this
book has you covered! Highlights include: 1) Master data 2) Configuration 3) Business partners 4)
Material master 5) Pricing and the condition technique 6) Contracts 7) Sales order management 8)
Available-to-promise (ATP) 9) Shipping and delivery 10) Billing and invoicing 11) Reporting
SAP S/4HANA Sales Certification Guide Darío Franco 2021 Preparing for your sales or sales
upskilling exam? Make the grade with this SAP S/4HANA Sales 1909 and 2020 certification study guide!
From availability checks to shipping, this guide will review the key technical and functional knowledge
you need to pass the test. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice
questions and answers. Your path to sales certification begins here!Highlights include:1) Exams
C_TS460_1909 and C_TS460_2020 2) Upskilling exams C_TS462_1909 and C_TS462_20203)
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Organizational structures4) Master data5) Sales documents6) Availability checks7) Pricing8) Shipping9)
Billing10) Simplifications
How to Publish Data 2008
SAP Revenue Accounting and Reporting and IFRS 15 Dayakar Domala 2017 Introduction to IFRS
15 and SAP revenue accounting and reporting -- Project execution approach -- Configuring SAP revenue
accounting and reporting -- Transition strategy and options -- Business cases: telecom and high tech -Conclusion
Computerworld 2009
Applying Real-world BPM in an SAP Environment Ann Rosenberg 2011 • Learn what business process
management (BPM) is and how to get started within an SAP context• Benefit from a comprehensive
compilation of use cases from early adopters• Discover SAP technology, methodology, governance,
process-based implementation content, and performance & value metricsIn this unique book, you will
learn how to span the gap between business processes and information technology, as well as how to
apply BPM within SAP projects. The authors provide extensive information on everything you need to
know about the processes and methods to implement BPM (new ASAP, process-based implementation
content, BPM technology, and more). Through real-world examples, best practices, and advice from SAP
experts, you will understand how BPM works and how you can best use it to your advantage.
Additionally, use cases from industry leaders and innovators show you how these early adopters
improved their businesses by using BPM technology and methodology.Linking Strategy to
OperationExplore how a company's business model is linked to the process model, therefore including
performance and value drivers.BPM AnatomyGet an in-depth look at what makes BPM in SAP
environments so effective, and understand all of the options and unique add-ons that are available for
you to link to your SAP system.Real-Life ExamplesExplore use cases from different industries to
understand how BPM can be applied to your project to maximize efficiency, streamline process
performance, achieve performance and value creation, and optimize customer relations.Applicable
Software for BPMLearn how standard software in general and SAP products in particular relate to the
BPM approach.Bonus MaterialAccess additional articles via the SAP PRESS website on some of BPM's
future trends and more advanced fields from top BPM and SAP experts and researchers.Highlights
Business Model Management• Performance and Value Drivers• ASAP 7 Core Methodology and
Business• Add-Ons to ASAP• Implementation Quality and Process-Based• Implementation• Governance
Framework and Agile• Methodology• Enterprise Architecture and SOA• SAP NetWeaver BPM and
BRM• SAP NetWeaver Composition Environment• Rules and Decision Management• Process
Lifecycles• Business Value Management
The Herbalist's Bible Julie Bruton-Seal 2014-09-02 A lost classic of Western herbalism—rediscovered
and restored with 200 full-color images. Herbalist to King Charles I, John Parkinson (1567–1650) was a
master apothecary, herbalist, and gardener. Famous in his own lifetime for his influential books, his
magnum opus, the Theatrum Botanicum, was published in 1640 and ran to 1,766 large pages. The sheer
scope and size was perhaps to prove the book’s downfall, because while it was much revered—and
plagiarized—it was never reprinted and, centuries later, has attained the status of an extremely rare
and valuable book. Parkinson was writing at a time when Western herbalism was at its zenith, and his
skills as a gardener (from his grounds in Covent Garden) combined perfectly with his passion for
science, observation, and historical scholarship. In the The Herbalist’s Bible, Julie Bruton-Seal and
Matthew Seal have beautifully combined selections from Parkinson’s book with their own modern
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commentary on how each plant is used today to create a truly one-of-a-kind, comprehensive collection of
herbal information old and new. Parkinson’s clear and lively description of a chosen plant’s “vertues” or
healing properties side-by-side with the editors’ notes—including copious herbal recipes—make this the
perfect book for students and practitioners of herbalism, historians, and gardeners, all of whom will
welcome this restoration of Parkinson’s lost classic.
Core Data Services for ABAP Renzo Colle 2021 The definitive CDS resource is back and bigger than
ever! Begin with the basics: explore CDS syntax and model types. Then learn to define CDS entities and
model SAP S/4HANA application data with step-by-step instructions. You'll develop models for analytical
and transactional applications, work with the SAP S/4HANA virtual data model, and get to know the
ABAP RESTful application programming model. Round out your knowledge with details on extensibility,
testing, and troubleshooting. Get on the cutting edge of data modeling!In this book, you'll learn about:a.
CDS Data Modeling Get started with the CDS fundamentals. Model your first CDS view and understand
how to work with entity types, associations, annotations, access controls, business services, and more.
Explore all-new ABAP functionality and syntax.b. ABAP RESTful Application Programming Model
Develop application models based on SAP S/4HANA's new ABAP RESTful application programming
model. Create behavior definitions, add advanced functions, and implement handlers.c. Extending,
Testing, and TroubleshootingCustomize your applications and ensure they're running smoothly. Extend
CDS views with CDS entity extensions, test them with the test double framework, and troubleshoot any
issues.Highlights include: 1) Data modeling 2) Associations 3) Annotations 4) Access controls 5)
Business services 6) ABAP RESTful application programming model7) Virtual data model (VDM)8)
Analytical and transactional applications 9) Hierarchies 10) Extensions 11) Automated
testingTroubleshooting
Computer Networking Olivier Bonaventure 2016-06-10 Original textbook (c) October 31, 2011 by
Olivier Bonaventure, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license made possible
by funding from The Saylor Foundation's Open Textbook Challenge in order to be incorporated into
Saylor's collection of open courses available at: http: //www.saylor.org. Free PDF 282 pages at https:
//www.textbookequity.org/bonaventure-computer-networking-principles-protocols-and-practice/ This
open textbook aims to fill the gap between the open-source implementations and the open-source
network specifications by providing a detailed but pedagogical description of the key principles that
guide the operation of the Internet. 1 Preface 2 Introduction 3 The application Layer 4 The transport
layer 5 The network layer 6 The datalink layer and the Local Area Networks 7 Glossary 8 Bibliography
It All Started One Day Gerard Felice 2007-11 As noted in this book, I began my firefighting career at
age 18 in 1962. That career ended in 2005 when I retired from the fire service. In 1980, I had left New
York and moved to Tennessee where I was advised that because I had already passed my 35th birthday,
I was too old to be a fire fighter. Instead, I worked various jobs to pay the bills but my heart was still to
be in the fire service. After 4 long years, I was able to move again only this time to Florida. Almost
immediately when we relocated to Florida, I was asked to join a volunteer fire department. The rest is
history. While growing up in New York, I had several relatives in the fire service in our community
along with a few of the neighboring departments. Their stories always captured my attention and
interest. Of course, I enjoyed being a kid but I especially loved the firemen's parades. Those men
marched down the main streets of the villages with so much pride it totally captured my childhood. All
their highly polished trucks, the marching bands, the smart, sharp uniforms and the great number of
firefighters was very exciting to me. Even to this day, when I walk into a fire station, the first thing I
acknowledge is the aroma of smoke. Automatically that aroma brings back many fond memories. I have
fulfilled my life's dream. Gerard Felice
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Materials Management with SAP S/4HANA Jawad Akhtar 2018-10-28 Materials management has
transitioned to SAP S/4HANA--let us help you do the same! Whether your focus is on materials planning,
procurement, or inventory, this guide will teach you to configure and manage your critical processes in
SAP S/4HANA. Start by creating your organizational structure and defining business partners and
material master data. Then get step-by-step instructions for defining the processes you need, from
creating purchase orders and receiving goods to running MRP and using batch management. The new
MM is here! Material master data Business partner master data Batch management Purchasing
Quotation management Material requirements planning (MRP) Inventory management Goods
issue/goods receipt (GI/GR) Invoicing Valuation Document management Reporting
SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management Chaitanaya Desai 2019 Whether you're
upgrading an existing billing system or moving to a subscription- or consumption-based model, SAP
BRIM is ready--and here's is your guide! From subscription order management and charging to
invoicing and contract accounting, get step-by-step instructions for each piece of the billing puzzle. For
setup, execution, or analytics, follow a continuous case study through each billing process. With this
book, join the future of billing! a. End-to-End Billing Learn the what and the why of SAP BRIM, and then
master the how! Charging, invoicing, contract accounts receivable and payable, and subscription order
management--see how to streamline billing with the SAP BRIM solutions. b. Configuration and
Functionality Set up and use SAP BRIM tools: Subscription Order Management, SAP Convergent
Charging, SAP Convergent Invoicing, FI-CA, and more. Implement them individually or as part of an
integrated landscape. c. SAP BRIM in Action Meet Martex Corp., a fictional telecommunications case
study and your guide through the SAP BRIM suite. Follow its path to subscription-based billing and
learn from billing industry best practices! 1) SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management 2)
Subscription order management 3) SAP Convergent Charging 4) SAP Convergent Invoicing 5) Contracts
accounting (FI-CA) 6) SAP Convergent Mediation 7) Reporting and analytics 8) Implementation 9)
Project management
Business transformation in operation (s) Frank Luyckx
Introducing CRM in SAP S/4HANA John Burton 2019 Explaining the new SAP S/4HANA architecture
and business models for customer management, this book will teach you how lead and opportunity
management will help you generate and manage sales and shows how quotes, orders, and service
management work. -ABAP Development for SAP HANA Thorsten Schneider 2016-04-01 Previous edition: ABAP development
for SAP HANA / Thorsten Schneider, Eric Westenberger, and Hermann Gahm. 2014.
Everywhere You Don't Belong Gabriel Bump 2021-01-12 A New York Times Book Review Notable Book
of 2020 “A comically dark coming-of-age story about growing up on the South Side of Chicago, but it’s
also social commentary at its finest, woven seamlessly into the work . . . Bump’s meditation on
belonging and not belonging, where or with whom, how love is a way home no matter where you are, is
handled so beautifully that you don’t know he’s hypnotized you until he’s done.” —Tommy Orange, The
New York Times Book Review In this alternately witty and heartbreaking debut novel, Gabriel Bump
gives us an unforgettable protagonist, Claude McKay Love. Claude isn’t dangerous or brilliant—he’s an
average kid coping with abandonment, violence, riots, failed love, and societal pressures as he steers
his way past the signposts of youth: childhood friendships, basketball tryouts, first love, first
heartbreak, picking a college, moving away from home. Claude just wants a place where he can fit. As a
young black man born on the South Side of Chicago, he is raised by his civil rights–era grandmother,
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who tries to shape him into a principled actor for change; yet when riots consume his neighborhood, he
hesitates to take sides, unwilling to let race define his life. He decides to escape Chicago for another
place, to go to college, to find a new identity, to leave the pressure cooker of his hometown behind. But
as he discovers, he cannot; there is no safe haven for a young black man in this time and place called
America. Percolating with fierceness and originality, attuned to the ironies inherent in our twenty-firstcentury landscape, Everywhere You Don’t Belong marks the arrival of a brilliant young talent.
SAP® MM Questions and Answers Kogent Learning Solutions Inc. 2010-10-25 Designed for SAP users
as a quick reference or for computer science and business students, SAP MM Questions and Answers
includes all the major concepts related to SAP MM functionality, technical configuration, and
implementation in an easy-to-understand question and answer format. It discusses the new aspects
related to SAP ERP 6.0 and all the important MM codes and concepts for materials and vendors,
including clients, company codes, plants, storage locations, purchase organizations, etc. The organized
and accessible format allows the reader to quickly find the questions on specific subjects and provides
all of the details to pass certification exams in a step-by-step, easy-to-read method of instruction.
Honest to Greatness Peter Kozodoy 2020-08-11 In today's hyper-transparent world, consumers have
enormous power to decide which brands are worth their time and money—so how do you make sure
they choose yours? Unfortunately, most leaders and organizations are stuck following archaic,
detrimental business practices. Meanwhile, savvy consumers and employees across every generation
are making their stance perfectly clear: They are not interested in supporting organizations that seem
inauthentic, soulless, or untrustworthy. In this environment, only the honest will survive. In Honest to
Greatness, serial Inc. 5000 entrepreneur Peter Kozodoy shows how today's greatest business leaders
use honesty—not as a touchy-feely core value, but as a business strategy that produces game-changing,
industry-dominating success. Through case studies and interviews with leaders at Bridgewater
Associates, Sprint, Quicken Loans, Domino's, The Ritz-Carlton, and more, Kozodoy presents fresh
business concepts that anyone in the workplace can implement in order to: • Reach, engage, and retain
your best customers • Attract and inspire the best talent in any industry • Create an unbeatable culture
of innovation that dominates your competitors • Earn your team's respect and loyalty • Unlock deep
personal fulfillment by setting the "right" goals Filled with powerful lessons for current and future
leaders, this timely book demonstrates how to use honesty at both the organizational and individual
level to achieve true greatness in business and in life.
The ASAP Handbook of Alliance Management 2013-02-15 The ASAP Handbook of Alliance Management:
A Practitioner's Guide, 3rd edition, is the only compendium of alliance management practices,
principles, and current professional standards that puts all the information you need in one unique,
indispensable resource.This new publication provides:-- An unequaled body of knowledge for alliance
professionals at every level-- A substantive update and revision of previous editions-- All-new material,
including a new section on emerging topics in alliance management
Comparative Reading John Downing 1973
SAP® SD Handbook Kogent Learning Solutions Inc. 2010-04-01 Integrated with other modules such
as MM, PP, and QM, Sales and Distribution is used to handle the sales inventory control, warehousing,
and back-office functions. This comprehensive reference includes all major concepts related to SAP SD
functionality, technical configuration, and implementation. A complete glossary of terms has been
included to help the reader understand the myriad terms associated with this SAP module. The book
serves as an excellent reference for both earlier and newer versions of SAP or as a comprehensive
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review for certification. Topics covered include Invoicing; Distribution points; Backorder processing;
Account determination; Material master; Transaction codes; Partner procedures; Rebates and refunds;
Interfaces; Condition types; Inventory issues; Administration tables and more.
Collaborative Research Design Per Vagn Freytag 2017-09-27 This book articulates and interconnects
a range of research methods for the investigation of business management processes. It introduces new
directions that both recognise the business community as stakeholders in the research process and seek
to include them in that process. The book presents a range of contemporary research methods with
particular focus on those that allow insights into business managers’ thoughts and behaviours. It
includes fresh views on traditional research designs, for example new approaches to using literature
reviews, experiments, interviews and observation studies. It also considers cutting-edge research
methods, such as the use of vignettes, workshops, improvisation and theatre, as well as computer-based
simulation. In addition to discussing new approaches to data capture and data generation, it presents
new methods of data analysis by considering various forms of models and modelling, new forms of
computer-aided text analysis and innovative approaches to data display. Finally, the book provides a
link between the philosophical underpinnings of research and the different research methods
presented. This is often neglected but undertaking the knowledge-generating journey that is research
includes having a view on reality and marrying this to beliefs about how the reality to be investigated
can be best expedited.
Environmental Engineering Dictionary and Directory Thomas M. Pankratz 2000-09-22 Like most
technical disciplines, environmental science and engineering is becoming increasingly specialized. As
industry professionals focus on specific environmental subjects they become less familiar with
environmental problems and solutions outside their area of expertise. This situation is compounded by
the fact that many environmental science related terms are confusing. Prefixes such as bio-, enviro-,
hydra-, and hydro- are used so frequently that it is often hard to tell the words apart. The Environmental
Engineering Dictionary and Directory gives you a complete list of brand terms, brand names, and
trademarks - right at your fingertips.
Guide to Time Management Michael Dutch 2021-09-21
Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP Matt Chudy 2017
Complete ABAP Kiran Bandari 2022-10-26 Get everything you need to code with ABAP, all in one place!
Are you a beginner looking for a refresher on the basics? You'll get an overview of SAP architecture and
learn syntax. Already an experienced programmer and looking to improve your ABAP skills? Dive right
into modifications and code enhancements. Understand the programming environment and build
reports, interfaces, and applications with this complete reference to coding with ABAP!
Getting Started in SAP John von Aspen 2014-05-29 This book shares practical advice about how to get
started in a lucrative career working with SAP software. You’ll learn what SAP is, what kinds of jobs
there are in the SAP world, and how you can land one. You’ll discover what hiring managers are looking
for on resumes and during interviews, and about SAP projects and roles. You’ll learn how to make and
execute a plan that can help you get a job working with SAP software, even if you have no SAP
experience. You’ll determine how to evaluate the marketplace and your background in order to craft a
specialization strategy. You’ll also discover what to do and what not to do in order to succeed after
you’ve landed that first SAP job. This book lays out the big picture of the SAP ecosystem and where you
can play in it, as well as offering a step-by-step road map for success in your career search. Finally, this
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book provides a critical appendix with links to an extensive list of SAP customers, consulting companies,
and other potential employers to target in your job search. If you’re already working with SAP, this book
will be a handy reference to help you further your SAP career and navigate the many career options
available to you. This book is indispensable tool for launching a successful career in the exciting and
profitable world of SAP!
Advanced Selenium Web Accessibility Testing Narayanan Palani 2019-03-27 This book explains the
steps necessary to write manual accessibility tests and convert them into automated selenium-based
accessibility tests to run part of regression test packs. If you are searching a topic on Google or buying
a product online, web accessibility is a basic need. If a web page is easier to access when using a mouse
and complex to navigate with keyboard, this is extremely difficult for users with disabilities. Web
Accessibility Testing is a most important testing practice for customers facing web applications. This
book explains the steps necessary to write manual accessibility tests and convert them into automated
selenium-based accessibility tests to run part of regression test packs. WCAG and Section 508
guidelines are considered across the book while explaining the test design steps. Software testers with
accessibility testing knowledge are in high demand at large organizations since the need to do manual
and automated accessibility testing is growing rapidly. This book illustrates the types of accessibility
testing with test cases and code examples.
Logistics Management Sople, Vinod V. Logistics has advanced from the warehousing and transportation
to boardrooms of the successful leading companies across the world. Logistic capabilities supplement
the supply chain operation. It plays an important role in both organizational strategy and
Flowcasting the Retail Supply Chain André J. Martin 2006 Despite the myraid supply chain management
approaches that have been spawned over the last decade or more, retailers have been unable to put a
dent in out-of-stocks at store level, Why is that? Andre' Martin, Mike Doherty, and Jeff Harrop- all
experienced practitioners, consultants, and implementation specialists in the field of time-phased supply
chain planning - have been asking themselves the same question and have come to the conclusion that
1) far less forcasting is needed in the retail supply chain and 2) the only forecasting that needs to
happen is at the store shelf. Flowcasting the Retail Supply Chain outlines a breakthrough approach for
supply chain planning that mimics the natural flow of products from the factory to the consumer. It is
the first and only approach that truly puts the consumer front and center when planning the supply
chain.
SAP ABAP Sushil Markandeya 2014-11-17 SAP ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming)
offers a detailed tutorial on the numerous features of the core programming platform, used for
development for the entire SAP software suite. SAP ABAP uses hands on business oriented use cases
and a valuable dedicated e-resource to demonstrate the underlying advanced concepts of the OO ABAP
environment and the SAP UI. SAP ABAP covers the latest version (NetWeaver 7.3 and SAP application
programming release 6.0) of the platform for demonstrating the customization and implementation
phases of the SAP software implementation. Void of theoretical treatments and preoccupation with
language syntax, SAP ABAP is a comprehensive, practical one stop solution,which demonstrates and
conveys the language’s commands and features through hands on examples. The accompanying eresource is a take off point to the book. SAP ABAP works in tandem with the accompanying e-resource
to create an interactive learning environment where the book provides a brief description and an
overview of a specified feature/command, showing and discussing the corresponding code. At the
reader's option, the user can utilize the accompanying e-resource, where a step-by-step guide to
creating and running the feature’s object is available. The presentation of the features is scenario
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oriented, i.e. most of the features are demonstrated in terms of small business scenarios. The e-resource
contains the scenario descriptions, screen shots, detailed screen cams and ABAP program source to
enable the reader to create all objects related to the scenario and run/execute them. The underlying
concepts of a feature/command are conveyed through execution of these hands-on programs. Further
exercises to be performed independently by the reader are also proposed. The
demonstration/illustration objects including the programs rely on some of the SAP application tables
being populated, for example an IDES system which is now a de facto system for all SAP training
related activities.
The SAP Project Gerald Sullivan 2014-07 Suitable as a reference before starting your next SAP
implementation project, this title comes with a preview of what to expect, what questions to ask, and
when to take which steps. It also includes: Project requirements; SAP implementation method;
Logistical tasks; System integration and contracting; Project planning; and, Work stream model.
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